
Green Guard [Mini] - Installation Instructions: 

Video Instructions at: https://rumble.com/vu5sg8-the-green-guard-hd-installation-on-exmark-stander.html 

TOOLS NEEDED: 

• Power Drill (5/32” and 3/8” metal drill bits) 

• Wrenches (5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, and 1/2”) 

• Phillips Screwdriver 

• Sharpie (or Paint Marker) 

• Gloves and Safety Glasses 

INSTALLING THE BASE: 

(Note: If using the No-drill kit, skip steps 3 thru 5, and see the individually included No-Drill Kit Instructions): 

1) Clean deck area where ‘The Green Guard [Mini]’ will be mounted. 

2) Find a good mounting location, and set The Green Guard [Mini] in place.   

a. Mount so that in the horizonal position the swing arm lines up with the edge of the mower deck.  (If this 

is not possible, The Green Guard [Mini] can be mounted so that the Swing Arm (in the horizontal 

position) is up to 1 1/2 inches back from the edge of the mower deck.  Later you will use spacers to line 

up the guard with the mower deck edge.) 

b. Ensure the swing arm is parallel with the mower deck edge. 

c. Line up the center of the swing arm with the center of the mower deck discharge opening.  (If not 

possible - The center of the swing arm can be mounted up to 4 inches off center (of the mower deck 

discharge opening) – left or right.  The guard has multiple mounting holes, to allow you to center it, even 

if the swing arm is not centered.)   

d. Look under the deck to ensure that where you plan to drill is free of obstructions, and you’ll be able to 

get bolts in.  (Note: (4) 1 ¾” mounting bolts are provided if you need them. (2) bolts are enough to secure 

The Green Guard base.  There are (7) holes in the Green Guard base to allow you some flexibility in 

working around obstructions.) 

3) Once you are sure you have the base where you want it, use a sharpie or paint marker to mark the holes. 

 

https://rumble.com/vu5sg8-the-green-guard-hd-installation-on-exmark-stander.html


4) Remove the base, put on your gloves/safety glasses, and use a 3/8” drill bit to drill the holes in the mower deck. 

5) Reinstall the base, and use the 5/16” x 1 ¾” bolts and nylon lock nuts to secure the base to the mower deck.  

Hand tighten the nuts to ensure all the holes line up, and then secure tightly using ½” wrenches. 

(If necessary to avoid an obstruction on your mower deck, you can raise the base by stacking 1 or 2 of the 

included nylon spacers under the base.  Sandwich the nylon spacers between the included 3/8” diameter flat 

washers to protect them.  See photo below). (If you don’t need the spacers, install them on the top side of the base to 

reduce the number of wrench turns to tighten). 

   

 

Note:  If you must mount on a step (like on Scag), we have included (2) longer 5/16” x 2 ½” bolts.  Drill all the way 

through the step and the mower deck.  Install the long 5/16” bolts from below and 5/16” lock nuts on top and 

use 1/2” wrenches to tighten.  See Photos Below.) 

 

   

 

 

 

 



 

INSTALLING THE GUARD (Rubber or Aluminum): 

1.) With the Swing Arm in the horizontal position (guard closed position) - Center up the guard with the mower 

deck discharge opening and determine which mounting holes best line up.   [Note:  Before attaching guard to 

swing arm, check how well the bottom of the guard lines up with the bottom of the mower deck.  If the guard 

does not reach the bottom of the deck, then use the [Mini] extension plate to extend the guard down to the 

bottom of the deck.  If the guard extends below the bottom of the deck, then use the extension plate to extend 

the guard up, to line up with the bottom of the deck.  Or, trim the excess material off the bottom of the guard – 

your choice.  (If you choose to trim the guard, See Appendix A – Guard Trimming Instructions.)] 

 

   

          

 

2.) Depending on what you determine, use the (2) 5/16” by 1” Carriage Bolts to connect either the guard directly, or 

the [Mini] extension plate to the swing arm.  If necessary, use the longer 2 ½” Carriage Bolts and Nylon spacers 

to extend the guard (or extension plate) to the edge of the mower deck.  (Install unused spacers on the back side of 

the swing arm to reduce the number of turns to tighten the nuts).   



                        

 

3.) Install the two 5/16” nylon lock nuts and use a ½” wrench to secure the guard (or extension plate) to the swing 

arm.  (Or, use the wing nuts (with lock washers) to secure - to be able to remove the guard quicker).   

4.) If using the [Mini] extension plate, secure the guard to the extension plate using the (2) 5/16” x 3/4” carriage 

bolts and nylon jam nuts.  Tighten with a ½” wrench.   

 

Note:  Please Instruct your crews…  If ‘The Green Guard’ ever loses power, and you need to open the chute.  Do 

not manually open the chute by force.  This could damage the motor gear box.   Tell them to remove the (2) 

bolts that hold the guard on, until the issue can be resolved. 

 

Note 2:  If your deck opening is not straight, the guard (or the support bracket for rubber guards) can be bent to 

the contour of your deck, to get a good seal, when the guard is in the closed position.   With the guard installed 

or held in place, mark the guard where the deck starts to bend.  Install the guard in a vise, using a softer material 

(such as wood or cardboard) between the vise jaws and the guard to protect the guard.  Secure, so that your 

mark is lined up with the edge of the vice.  Grab the loose end of the guard and pull it towards you, bending the 

guard to the angle of the deck.  Once it looks right hold the guard in place on your mower and check the fit up.  

Repeat as needed.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSTALLING THE ROCKER SWITCH: (If using the Toggle or Foot Switch – see included individual instructions): 

1.) Determine where you would like to mount the switch.   Consider where you like to place your hands while 

operating the mower.  Choose a mounting location that won’t interfere with your normal operation, but will 

make the switch easy to operate while mowing.  

2.) Install the other 10-24 x 1” screw and locknut from the hardware bag, and use a Phillips screw driver and a 3/8” 

wrench to tighten the mounting bolts, securing the switch.   (If your handlebar is less than ¾” diameter, the 

switch may not mount tight.   Wrap electrical tape around the handlebar mounting location a few times to build 

up the handlebar diameter to beyond ¾”, then reinstall the switch.)   

(If your handlebar diameter is too large, you will have to remove the 10-24 x 1” screws and install the (2) longer 

10-24 x 2” screws in the hardware bag). 

(You can also mount the switch on your control panel if you prefer, by removing it from the provided mounting 

plate, and cutting out a 0.830” x 1.450” rectangle in your control panel.  Use the cutout in the mounting plate as 

a pattern.  For a simpler control panel installation, purchase the toggle switch option that mounts in a ½” hole.) 

3.) On Standers and Walk-Behinds – I like to mount the switch on the stationary handle beyond the levers.  I mount it 

so that I can operate the toggle with my right thumb during operation (Note: Some guys like to mount the switch 

on the underside of the handlebar, so that it’s not the highest thing sticking up when you mow under trees.) 



  

4.) On Zero-Turns I like to mount it on the right lever, where it starts to turn down.  When I’m using the guard, I 

place my hands on the vertical part of the lever and operate the toggle with my right thumb.  If I’m mowing in an 

open area and not using the guard, I’ll move my hands up to horizonal part of the lever where the switch and 

wire is out of my way. 

                  

 

INSTALL MOTOR LEADS: 

1.) Determine wire routing, and pull motor leads from switch to the motor.   

2.) Connect the plugs.    

3.) Lower mower deck to lowest position before securing wiring, to ensure enough slack in wiring to allow raising 

and lowering of mower deck. 

 

 

INSTALL POWER LEADS: 

Option 1 – Mower with Battery: 

Note:  This is the most common installation.  Only the loop connectors are needed to connect to the battery.  The 

additional connectors are only for pull-start mowers with no battery. 

1.) Determine wire routing, and pull power leads from the switch to the battery.   



2.) Disconnect the mower battery leads (starting with the negative side – to prevent risk of touching positive to 

ground.)  (For most mower batteries, you will need 7/16” wrenches.) 

3.) With the negative side disconnected, secure the red (fused) lead to the positive battery terminal via the loop 

connector (including reconnecting all mower wiring).  (Tape up the un-used blue crimp connectors and black 

female bullet connector with electrical tape to prevent a possible short.)   

4.) In the same way, secure the black lead to the negative battery terminal. 

 

Option 2 – Mower without Battery (Pull Start) (must have an electric PTO clutch): 

1.) Locate DC power wire coming from your engine voltage regulator (this is what provides the power for your PTO 

clutch).  If you are unsure which wire it is: 

a. Check the wiring diagram in your Owner’s Manual.   

b. Or, use a multimeter to test the voltage:    

i. Unplug the wires coming from the engine (Typically there are 2 wires coming from the engine.  

One is used by the key switch to ground out the ignition coil – shutting off the engine.  The other 

comes from the charging coil and voltage regulator/rectifier and provides power to the PTO 

clutch.  And, we are also going to use it to power The Green Guard [Mini]!)  

ii. Set the multimeter to read dc voltage (up to 200 volts).   Start the engine, set it to full throttle.  

Hold the meter’s black (common) lead to a good ground (like a motor mount bolt).  Hold the 

meter’s red lead to the exposed end of the wire you will test first.   Repeat for the other wire(s).  

The correct wire should read 12-14 dc volts with the mower at full throttle.   

iii. To shut off mower, you will need to reconnect wires. 

2.) Now that you have located the correct wire, you now need to splice it.   Cut the wire and strip 1/4” – 3/8” 

insulation off each end using a 14-16 gauge wire stripper.  Determine wire routing, and pull power leads from 

switch to the power wire.  Insert each end of the power wire into each of the (2) blue crimp connectors off the 

red (fused) lead.  Crimp securely using a 14-16 guage wire crimper.   Tape up with electrical tape to keep 

connections clean and secure.  (Tape up the un-used loop connector to prevent a possible short.)   

3.) Secure the black (negative) power lead to a good ground, using a bolt on the engine or mower to secure the 

loop connector.  Or, drill a 5/32” hole in the mower frame and use one of the #10 x ¾” self-tapping screws to 

secure the loop connector to the mower frame. 

Note:  More than likely for the mower to operate properly with The Green Guard [Mini], you are going to have to 

add a Lawn & Garden Battery.  The [Mini] motor uses enough power that it can slow down your blades when 

operating.  Purchase our Kit (https:/the-green-guard.com/collections/optional-adders/products/hd-battery-booster-

kit-battery-not-included), for an easy battery installation.  (If you’ve already purchased The [HD] Battery Booster Kit, 

then find the individually included instructions, and proceed with installing the battery at this time.) 

https://the-green-guard.com/collections/optional-adders/products/hd-battery-booster-kit-battery-not-included
https://the-green-guard.com/collections/optional-adders/products/hd-battery-booster-kit-battery-not-included


 

SECURE WIRING: (Note: If using No-Drill kit, use the magnetic cable clamps to secure wiring,  

and see the individually included No-Drill Kit Instructions): 

 

1.) Lower mower deck to lowest setting before securing motor wiring, to ensure you leave enough slack.  

2.) Secure all the wiring using a combination of cable clamps and zip ties, as needed.  (For the cable clamps, use the 

provided #10 x ¾” self-tapping screws to secure in place.  We recommend pre-drilling the holes with a 5/32” drill 

bit, to ensure no screws are ruined. Use a 5/16” wrench or nut driver to tighten the screws. 

3.) Double check that wires are sufficiently secured, to keep them away from mower rotating parts, pinch points 

and hot engine parts.  Coil up excess wire and secure it out of the way with zip ties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEST RUN & FINAL ADJUSTMENTS: 

1.) Operate the switch back and forth to ensure proper operation.   (When you push left, the guard should raise up.  

When you push right, the guard should go down.   If it’s opposite, you’ll want to carefully unplug the switch, pop 

the switch out of the metal holder, rotate the switch 180 degrees, and then pop it back in place.)   

 

2.) Determine where the guard contacts the motor (in the guard fully open position).  Unpeel the tape backing and 

stick a rubber bumper on the motor in that location.  This will help soften the stop.  If you are using the 

aluminum guard, you can also place bumpers on the mower deck (or the guard), to soften the stop in the guard 

closed direction.   

 



   

 

3.)  On some mower decks, the blades come all the way to the edge of the deck (ex. Scag).  In this case, there is a risk 

that the blades could contact the guard in the fully closed position (especially the rubber guard).  For this reason, 

we have included a ¼” bolt and lock nut that you can use as a stop to keep the guard from closing completely.  

Using 7/16” wrenches, adjust the bolt in the groove to stop the guard at a safe distance from the blades (an inch 

or so).  Note:  This will keep you from being able to completely close off the mower discharge; however, the 

guard will still be a great help in blocking the clippings from shooting very far from the mower discharge.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:   To protect the motor, the unit is equipped with a 6-amp circuit breaker.  If the switch is held down too long, the 

circuit breaker will trip.  The breaker will automatically reset after 10 – 15 seconds, and you can resume operation.   If 

the unit will not resume operation after this time period, then please check the 25 amp fuse.   



 

 

CONGRATULATIONS!   

YOU ARE NOW READY TO MOW WITH FULL  

CONTROL OVER WHAT YOU TURN GREEN! 

 

 

 

 



ADDITIONAL OPTIONS 

1.) Dust Guard:  Are you having issues with grass/dust kicking back towards you when running the guard partly open? 

Add our dust guard!  (https://the-green-guard.com/collections/optional-adders/products/dust-blocker-optional-adder) 

   

2.) Other Switch Options:  Would you rather have a switch mounted on your control panel?   We do offer a toggle 

switch that can be mounted in your control panel by simply drilling a ½” hole.  Or, maybe you have a zero turn and would 

like a foot switch?  We also offer a bolt-on or magnetic mounted foot switch. (https://the-green-

guard.com/collections/common-parts)  (Note: To switch from the regular rocker switch to one of these other switch 

options, you will have to also purchase a new wiring harness, or do your own splicing.  The switch connector is different.)  

   

3.) No-Drill Kit:  Don’t want to drill holes?  (https://the-green-guard.com/collections/the-green-guard-

hd/products/no-drill-kit-for-hd-or-slim-hd-models) 

 

 

https://the-green-guard.com/collections/optional-adders/products/dust-blocker-optional-adder
https://the-green-guard.com/collections/common-parts
https://the-green-guard.com/collections/common-parts
https://the-green-guard.com/collections/the-green-guard-hd/products/no-drill-kit-for-hd-or-slim-hd-models
https://the-green-guard.com/collections/the-green-guard-hd/products/no-drill-kit-for-hd-or-slim-hd-models


Appendix A – Guard Trimming Instructions 

If the guard sticks down below the mower deck, it’s a good idea to trim the excess material.   In rare cases, the 

excess rubber or aluminum can catch on an obstruction or high spot in the lawn, flex in and be contacted by the 

blades.  To reduce this risk, trim off the excess material, so that it lines up even with the bottom of the deck.   

a.) With ‘The Green Guard’ swing arm in the horizontal position (guard closed position), Hold or secure 

the guard in place.    

b.) Using a light-colored sharpie or white paint marker, mark the bottom edge of the mower deck on 

the guard.   

c.) Remove the guard and place it flat on a hard and sturdy surface (such as a wood top work bench).   

d.) Use a tape measure to measure your mower deck to double check the placement of your marks, and 

ensure your cut line is parallel with the edge of the guard.  Use a straight edge and mark your cut 

line all the way across the guard.   

e.) Put on leather or other cut resistant gloves.   

a. For Rubber Guards - use a utility knife to carefully score the cut line.  Once you have scored 

the cut line, apply pressure, and make another pass with the utility knife.  Keep making 

passes with the utility knife, until you cut completely through the rubber guard, being 

careful to stay on the cut line, and keep the blade away from your body.   

b. For Aluminum Guards – Use a grinder with a cutting wheel to cut off the excess material. 

 


